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The geological history of the Alps
The French-Italian Geoparc of the Cottian Alps illustrates the
different periods of the region’s geological history, from the
end of the Primary Era (more than 300 million years ago) up
to the present day:
- a single continent (Pangaea)
- the creation and development of the alpine ocean
- the convergence of European and African plates, the end
of the ocean
- the collision of the two plates and the creation of the
Alps.
Today the Alpine orogenic belt is still alive. Seismic activity
and uplift show active tectonic movements among plates.
The progressive destruction of mountain relief by
different erosional processes is another illustration of it.

The Cottian Alps
The Cottian Alps were an ancient imperial Roman
province. Cottius, the Celto-Ligurian king who was
allied to Rome, gave them his name. This part of the
French-Italian Alps lies between the Graian Alps
(to the north) and the Maritime Alps (to the south).
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Discover the sites and museums of the Geoparc by car, on
foot or on a mountain bike, on your own or with a local
guide.
A general map and some useful information are available
free of charge from the tourism offices and can be
downloaded from the Geoparc website .
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C
Chenaillet
Massif
M
Montgenèvre - Cervières

R
Rocher
Blanc
SSaint-Chaffrey

The Chenaillet massif is a magnificent testament to the alpine oceanic crust (the
most beautiful of the entire alpine arc), easy to access and displaying the rocks
visible in the current ocean depths.

Almost the entire very dense alpine
ocean crust underwent subduction and
consumption when the European and
African plates collided. This collision
between the two tectonic plates gave
al landscape was then shaped by the erobirth to the Alps, whose geomorphological
sion of glaciers and rivers.
But not all the alpine ocean floor disappeared and several walking trails allow you
to see the well-preserved remnants of the alpine ocean: the view from the Sarailles
Lake, the Collet Vert cliffs, the customs huts, the arête west of Chenaillet, Rocher
de la Perdrix, etc.

T
Thrust
of La Meije
LLa Grave

This route (starting at the Prorel pass and passing by the / hite Rock peak) runs
through 250 million years of Briançonnais geological history from the Carbonifer (300 million years) to the
rous
T
Tertiary
(40 million years).
T path intersects a succesThe
s of sedimentary layers in
sion
t \ normal\ stacking order,
the
t
that
is to say from the oldest
to the most recent.
/ arning: the path is marked
b there are some tricky
but
p
parts.
Representative outc
are identified by small
crops
n
numbered plates.
A
Access by cable car
W summerW
fr
from Saint-Chaffrey
oor BrianMon
fo
followed by a
sshort half-day
w
walk.

C
Casse
Déserte
A
Arvieux

C
Cristillan
South pass
CCeillac
L Meije is made up of
La
European
E
continental
base
b
rocks (granites,
g
gneissV
). It rests on
d
dark
rock attacked by
e
erosion.

T rock pattern constiThis
tutes a surprising
g
geometric \ anomaly\ .
TThe older rocks are
aabove the most recent
oones rocks. Geologists
explain this geometry by the Alpine orogenesis. This cause
caused a general shortening
of the tectonic stacks and spaces causing thrusting and thickening of the
continental crust. It is the result of the collision between the European and African
plates.
The thickening of the continental crust resulted in the mountain belt uplift which
were subsequently shaped by erosion.

Close to the remains of the copper
mine, the ancient marble quarry was
worked until 1931.
This \ green marble\ is in fact a breccia of serpentinite fragments with
carbonatic cement. This rock bears
witness to the existence of the Alpine
ocean before the collision between
the European and African plates
which formed the Alps.

Mountain walking trails which are open from the end of spring until autumn.
autumn
0ou can set off from the Montgenèvre station or the village of Cervières.
Sn summer, the chair lift at Montgenèvre is open for part of the route.
There are organised visits in summer.
Snformation: CBGA 04 92 20 56 55,
Montgenèvre Tourist 'ffice: 04 92 21 52 52.

C
Cabane
Mine
Villard-Saint-Pancrace
V

On the working face, the traces of thee coil wire used to cut the blocks are clearly
visible. Other quarries of a similar nature were also worked at Ceillac and in the
neighbouring Maurin valley.

ss: Szoard pass road between Cervières W BrianM
MonnaisW
onnais and
Access:
Arvieux W ) ueyrasW , parking at the side of the road. The road is
closed in winter. Snformation: Tourist 'ffice 04 92 46 75 76.

B Bouchet
Bric
Abriès
A

From the beginning of the 19th century, numerous coal seams were active. There
are several hundred peasant mines in Briançonnais. One of them, the Cabane Mine,
has been restored and can be visited.
Mining Museum at
Centre Montagne de
Villar-St-Pancrace.
Visits to the Cabane
Mine W on requestW .

TThe rocks and minerrals seen retrace an
eeventful history with
oone section at a
d
depth of more than
440km followed by
a return to the
ssurfaceV

Snformation:
Centre Montagne
Town hall
04 92 21 05 27
Another museum
dedicated to peasant
mines is on the
walkway of the 'ld Town of BrianMon:
http://sgmb.fr

/ arning: regulated traffic on the Clausis trail,
shuttle service in W uly and August.
Snformations : Festi’Saint-Véran 04 92 51 04 23
http://www.saintveran.com
'ffice du tourisme 04 92 45 82 21.

F
Fairy
chimney
CChLteau-Ville-Vieille
O
On both sides of the river, the grassy
aand wooded slopes are set on till
d
deposits (of ancient glaciers now
d
disappeared) made up of loose sand
aand gravel with blocks of all sizes.

Close to Briançon, along national highway 94: an information, exhibition and
conference centre.
Documentation centre for alpine geology and the geopark.
Outside there is the geodrome (rock garden) which is free to enter and tells the
geological history of the Alps through the rocks found in the region.

F
Fluvio-glacial
terrace
M
Mont-Dauphin
The fortress of Mont-Dauphin is built on a plateau made of conglomerate (once
called \ puddinga\ ), a hard and compact rock, cut by the Guil. The term comes
from the English word pudding which means a cake made of a compact batter in
which raisins and candied fruit can be clearly seen. This puddinga consists of
peggle and blocks from the
p
glaciers of the Durance and
g
Guil valley and alluvial and
G
gravel
transported and
g
deposited
by the river Guil
d
d
during
interglacial periods
(
(phases
of warming that
r
reduce
Alpine glaciers or
cause
them to disappear).
c
T
These
pebbles and boulders of
d
different sizes were \ cement
ted\
by mineralizing fluids
w
within
finer alluvial... and a
lo period of time.
long

P
Petrified
fountain
RRéotier

The copper mine plunges you into ancient history. The discovery and exploitation
of bornite goes back 4,000 years and asks a lot of questions about this valley's
past.
Modern operating methods were used from 1901 and were responsible for the
digging of numerous galleries and the construction of buildings the remains of
which are still visible.
Mining was permanently stopped in 1960.
/ arning: regulated traffic
on
o the Clausis trail,
shuttle
service in W uly and
s
August.
A
Sn
nformations :
FFesti’Saint-Véran
004 92 51 04 23
hhttp://www.saintveran.com
'
'ffice du tourisme
004 92 45 82 21.

The structure of the fountain is
composed of limestone tufa or
travertine, a sedimentary rock
riddled with small cavities.
/ hite in its pure state, its
grey, yellowish or brown
colouring is a function of its
impurities.
/ ater runoff infiltrates the
land composed of limestone,
dolomite, cargneules and
d collects minerals
gypsum. It warms at depth and
minerals.
/ hen the water returns to the surface, plants extract CO2 from the water for
photosynthesis, which causes the precipitation of calcium carbonate, and therefore
the continuous creation of rock.
It is the fault system of the Durance which allows deep water circulation. These
faults, which are still active, are also responsible for many earthquakes.

T
Thrust
sheet of the Guil
Guillestre
G

R
Recumbent
fold
SSaint-Clément-sur-Durance

The scenic walk along route de la Viste (exit Guillestre towards Queyras) is
\ historic\ because it crosses \ the anticline nappe of Guil\ described by alpine
geologists in the 1950s. It is one of the first examples of the \ thrust sheet\ so
characteristic of Briançon.

TThese till deposits have been eroded
oover time but parts of them have resistted better than others, one of them
being this \ fairy chimney\ (also called
b
\ rock pedestal \ ) which is clearly visible
in the landscape.
Visible
V
from the road
between
ChLteau-Ville-Vieille
b
and
a
Molines-en-)
M
ueyras.
P
Parking
n
Snformation:
Tourist
'
'ffice
04 92 46 86 89.

'pening spring 2015.
'pen all year.

L Combarine
La
PPuy-Saint-Pierre

Fo
Fournel
silver mine
L’
L’Argentière-La-Bessée

This route allows you to discover the most complete coal series in the South East of
France in the area of the old mine of Combarine. Artisanal mining of coal until 1929
has made it possible to access different stratigraphic levels and observe many
fossils and Carboniferous sedimentary structures (300 million years). These rocks
are the oldest sediments in the Briançonnais and can be accessed easily along a
landscaped, marked trail.
A
Access
is
p
possible from
sspring to
aautumn via a
m
mountain trail
le
leading off
fr
from the road
tto
PPuy-St-André.

G
Glacial
Rock Bar
BBrianMon

Access to the viewing point: 20 mins from the car park
at Champ de Mars.

Hiking or cycling route along the old road ) ueyras,
road called the Viste. Time W round-tripW : 1 hour.

B
Barrachin
escarpement
SSaint-Crépin

'pen from April to November for groupsW from 1st W une to 30th September,
open dailyW visits start at 9 am and 11 am and 2 pm and 5 pmW
Booking recommended.
Booking: 04 92 23 02 94
Snformation : www.minesdargent.sitew.com
Mail : minesdargentW ville-argentiere.fr

ecumbent fold reflects the colossal forces involved when the European and
The recumbent
African tectonic plates moved closer together. As the space had been shortened,
the rocks were folded or stacked.
This thickening of the continental crust marks the origin of the formation of Alpine mountains which were later shaped by glacial erosion
and torrents.
Parking of base of living watersat the side of national highway.

T Grand Filon
The
SSaint-Georges-d’Hurtières
A an altitude of 900m
At
aamong the greenery,
tthe Grand Filon is a
hhouse on the theme of
tthe mines of SaintG
Georges d'Hurtières
(Maurienne).
(

S
Since
1992, this old mine has
b
been a centre for historical and
aarchaeological study and the
m
mining work is explored,
topographed
t
and well charactterised (7 km). \ nowledge of
tthis site has been brought to the
p
public through an exhibition at
tthe Mining Museum. More than
a kilometre of underground
structures
s
have been turned
into
in a tourist mine open to the
public.
p

The glacial rock bar on which the old town of Briançon is built, bears witness to
\ recent\ geological history (only some ten thousands of years\ ) of the region.

On its way,
way the Clarée and Durance glacier met harder rock in this area.
area Glacier
eroded softer rocks around and modeled the top of the rock bar.
/ hen the ice withdrew, a lake formed upstream. The water flowing downstream
from it hewed out a connecting gorge which is crossed today by the
Asfeld Bridge.

I f
ti boards
b d along
l
th route
t and
d a panoramic
i platform
l tf
th end
d off the
th
Information
the
att the
walk allow visitors to discover the chronology of the rocks and to understand the T anomaly Vaffecting themV

The seams and mining works
are located to the west of the
town in the Fournel valley, at
an altitude of 1,050 to 1,700
m. The mineral mined was
argentiferous galena with a
silver content of 2 to 3\
mixed with quartz and
barite. Mineralisation ranged
from a depth of a few centimetres to 8 metres.
In the Middle Ages, mining
was limited to outcrops on
tthe surface. The hardness of the
rrock meant a fire setting had to
be used to extract the ore. In the
b
19th
century almost all the
1
deposit
d
was found as a result of
several
s
kilometres of exploration
t
tunnels being dug and a
p
processing factory being built
at
a the bottom of the gorge.

S
Signols
gypsum quarries
W 'ulxW
Located at the base of the "afferaux-Vin Vert mountain ridge, along the NE side of
the upper Susa Valley, the Signols quarries have been important extraction sites
for gypsum until the '60s of the last century. The geosite qualifies not only from
the geological and mineralogical points of view (significant albite and ilmenite
mineralizations), but also for industrial archaeology: rails, trolleys and pylons for
the downstream transport of extracted gypsum.
The
T geosite is visible
f
from
the outside, but
a
access
is denied to the
q
quarry
for security
reasons.
r
The path that
le
leads
to the quarries
s
starts
from road SS335
W 300 m
e
elevation
d
differenceW
a is
and
m
marked
by dedicated
b
boards.

C
Caves
of the Saracens
'ulx

Park at the start of the path, then 5 mins on foot.

M
t i ttrail
il accessible
ibl iin summer and
d autumn.
t
Mountain
'rganised trips in summer. From Le Roux d’Abrièstake direction
Valpréveyre. Snformation: Tourist 'ffice 04 92 46 72 26.

H
House
of Geology
and Geopark - Puy-Saint-André

Mountain route accessible in summer and autumn.
From Ceillac, take the direction of the Cristillan valley to the
parking of Bois Noir. Snformation: Tourist 'ffice 04 92 45 05 74.

The sedimentary rocks of the Barrachin escarpment recorded the paleopaleo
environments (landscape, climateV ) of the Briançonnais area between 240 and
220 million years.
Several signs at the site will guide you in your observations and your investigation
in the location.
How do you decipher the messages contained in these rocks W
First observe and describe the rocks. Their look, their colours, the minerals or
elements they contain, the fossils and various traces that can be seen and the
deformations which affect them are all clues that geologist-detective must follow
to extract information.
- Next use this information to make it \ readable\ by applying simple principles
such as referring to the present to reconstruct the past.
- Reconstruct the timeline of the facts observed and build up a history with
successive episodes recorded.
- Finally, suggest mechanisms to explain the facts and rebuild the geological
history of the Briançonnais area.
Near to air field at
St-Crépin, there is a
geodrome (rock garden) open to the public
which tells the geological history of the Alps
through the rocks found
in the region.
Access to the geodrome
is near to the road
W parkingW after the
Durance Bridge.
Follow the road for about 1 km way up the Durance to reach
the Barrachin escarpment W signs and observation platformsW .

Iron
Ir and copper extraction
t
over a period of
more
m than 700 years left
a network of 22 km of
mine
m
tunnels in the
massif. The Grand Filon offers a visit to the performance centre (trips, shows),
metallurgy reconstruction, and the old school of the hamlet set in the 1940s. Tunnel
visits are also available: independent visit to the Saint Louis tunnel, guided visit
to the Sainte Barbe tunnel, operated in the industrial era by the company
Schneider, 500m underground trip, 1 hour of power walking (good physical condition required). / orkshops for children are offered during the summer.

The
Seguret
mountain
consists of different carbonate rocks (mostly dolomite)
superimposed on the Ambin
crystalline basement. Deep
water circulation led to the
dissolution of gypsum and
anhydrite rocks. Long-term
karst processes originated
large caves and sinkholes.
Tectonic uplift and glacial
retreat triggered erosion along the Seguret valley leading to the collapse of entire
portions of the ancient valley, or, as in the case of the Caves of the Saracens, the
unveiling of the effects of deep karst.
The geological site is reached: 1W by car from Fenils , along a partly unpaved
road W often heavily ruttedW , 2W by mountain bike, from the Salbertrand train
station W 15 kmW and 3W by feet, from 'ulx following the route to
the 'rrido del Seguret W route for experienced hikersW .

TThese are among the
E
Europe
highest elevation
m
mining
sites (2300 to 2500
m a.s.l.). They are located
w
within
the calcschists of
t Piemonte 0one, units
the
oof oceanic origin. The
m
mined ore, chalcopyrite,
w
was used initially as
m
metallic copper, then for
tthe production of copper
ssulphate and sulfuric
aacid. The deposit was
exploited industrially from 1860 to 1908
1908, four years after tthe tragic avalanche that
killed 81 miners and much of the plant was destroyed.
The remains of the old entrances and the mining infrastructures
are located within the protected area of the Troncea valley
W Alpi Cozie Regional ParkW . Access is through reported routes
and geosite illustrated by explanatory panels.
Sn Pragelato, at the headquarters of the Park, there is also a small permanent
exhibition that offers a 360Q view over the natural resources of the park.
W Parco Alpi CozieW : http://www.parchialpicozie.it/
Val Troncea Nature Park - Via Della Pineta, Fraz RuW - 10060 Pragelato W T'W
Phone and Fax W 39. 0122.78849 - parco.valtroncea W ruparpiemonte.it

P
Pertus
Colombano Romean
W ChiomonteW
The Pertus (\ hole\ in Piedmontese) was
excavated between 1526 and 1533 by
the miner Colombano Romean to bring
water from the tributary Tiraculo valley
to the main Susa valley. After nearly
five centuries, the aqueduct is still
active, to witness the excellent work
done by Romean. The tunnel is excavated in the dolomites and breccias of the Vallonetto - nit, called \ Dolomie of Mount
Seguret\ , carbonate rocks originated in a marine lagoon.
The Gran Bosco di Salbertrand W Agency Management of the Alpi Cozie
Regional ParkW dedicated to the miner its own cultural museum, dealing
with environmental protection and exploitation of the rich local material
and immaterial culture.
Parco naturale del Gran Bosco di Salbertrand
Via FransuW Fontan, 1 - 10050 Salbertrand W T'W
Tel. W 39. 0122.854720 - Fax W 39. 0122.854421
parco.salbertrandW ruparpiemonte.it

M
Madonna
dell’Ecova and
SSeghino neotectonic deformation
W MompanteroW
In the lower Susa Valley, near the
vvillage of Madonna dell'Ecova have
b
been described deformed Quaternary
d
deposits from the Quaternary
te
tectonic activity. Near the village of
S
Seghino,
glaciofluvial deposits are
ccut by a normal fault (marker of
eextension), evidenced by the rotation
o pebbles at the shear zone. The
of
r
recent
tectonic deformations are
t
thoroughly
investigated to verify
t
their
possible connection with the
ccurrent seismicity of the area of Susa.
TThe geosites are both accessible
by car shortly after the village
b
oof Mompantero.

From the lower Germanasca valley,
looking at its northeast side it is
possible to recognize the Rocca
Bianca mountain (2379 m). The
mountain takes its name from the
white colour of the rocks at the top:
a 80-meters wall of marbles. They
are deformed by a km-fold, whose
hinge (line of maximum curvature)
is located right at the Rocca Bianca.
The geosite also shows the recent Maiera marble quarry and an older abandoned
quarry, where it is still preserved the workers' village built almost entirely of marble
stones. The mining activities interacted with a deep gravitational movement of the
slope, as shown by the traces of deformation along the path that leads to
the quarry.
To get to the quarry: take the dirt road that starts just before
Sndiritti W Ghigo PraliW then up to the vicinity of the Maiera
quarry. From here, in about an hour you can reach both the abandoned
quarry and the observation point for an overview of the geosite.

T Thirteen Lake plateau
The
Prali
The Thirteen Lake plateau is a
landform of glacial origin at
the top of the Germanasca
Valley, between Punta
Cournour (2865 m), Punta
Cialancia (2,855 m) and the
Cappello of Envie (2,619 m)
mounts. It is not only a
remarkable high mountain
landscape but also an
evolution
ological evolution.
example of glacial geomorphological
During the last glacial maximum the plateau housed a glacier whose gradual withdrawal determined the development of a series of small lakes \ trapped\ between the
moraines. The Thirteen Lake plateau (\ Lî têrze Laoue\ in the local dialect) is also rich
in traces related to military activity, typical of an international boundary zone.
Reach the Pian dellW Alpet, where is the W La CapanninaW point, and then go up to
the Bric Rond by means of the double chairlifts W modernized during the 'lympic
/ inter Games of Torino 2006W , then an easy walk through the plateau
along some routes accompanied by explanatory panels.
“Nuova Tredici Laghi”: www.nuova13laghi.com Tel.W 39. 0121.807921

C
Chianocco
and Foresto Ravines
Bussoleno
The Chianocco and Foresto ravines are deep
rocky gorges originated by intense erosional
processes, both contemporary and subsequent
to the retreat of the Segusino glacier. These
processes took place within carbonate rocks,
easily eroded by karstic phenomena.
The Chianocco ravine develops within dolomitic
limestone and hosts the Rio Prebèc, a stream
with a high average slope, regulated by man to
reduce debris flow hazards. The rock walls are
fracture systems with signs of karst activity and
of modeling by subglacial waters.
The Foresto ravine is a deep cleft carved by the
Rio Rocciamelone, whose erosive action is
favoured by the imposing slopes and by the
mpure marbles. Inside the
nature of bedrock: carbonatic schists and impure
ravine human artefacts have been found dating back to the third
millennium BC. Local white marbles were quarried for the Turin Cathedral
and the Arch of Augustus at Susa.
The gorges are reached with the Susa Valley cycle path or in an hourW s walk from
the Bussoleno train station: Chianocco through a path marked as W Train-ParkW W
Foresto following the directions for the management of the Park Authority
'rsiera-Rocciavrè and Reserves of the Ravines. A via ferrata and a rock-climbing
site allow a diverse appreciation of the geosites.

N
Nature
Museum
Val Troncea Park
TThis is a museum on the nature and
human
h
presence in the Troncea Valley,
a
along
centuries of rich history and
n
natural
changes of the alpine environm
ment.
The exposed boards illustrate
th Park, its environment, its forests,
the
t landscape's features and finally
the
t traditional architecture and the
the
h
history
of its territory, with the events
o the / aldensian reform. The geoloof
gical section shows samples of the most common rocks in the Park and describes the
geomorphic action of the Chisone torrent, of the avalanches, and the typical resulting
deposits. The botanic drawers, accompanied by herbarium specimens, show the most
characteristic local species and environments. Diorama shows main environments of
the Troncea Valley, from limestone cliffs to the carbonatic sources, with their typical
fauna and flora. At the centre of the room, a large painting of the mountains of Val
Troncea backdrop to some stuffed animals, on the other side description of the story
of the Beth mines, with an exhibition of some work tools.

C
Colle
delle Finestre
- sseaux

T geological Path of the
The
SSommeiller Glacier - Bardonecchia
The geological Path of the
Sommeiller Glacier presents
geological and geomorphological features of great interest
for understanding the Alpine
structure and the stages of
Quaternary modelling. 1) The
contact between the calcschists of the Piemontese
oceanic domain and the
quartzites/dolomitic marble
cover of the Ambin continentall crystalline basement.
basement 2) The geomorphological landland
scape. The \ - -shaped\ Rochemolles Valley and other landforms of glacial origin, such
as: the sheepback rocks, the till deposits and the moraines. Large glacial cirques, basins
surrounded by steep cliffs and debris cones. There are also landslides and torrents,
which blanket the slopes’ base with debris of composite origin.
The trail is accessed from the valley of the Rochemolles torrent, left tributary of
the Dora di Bardonecchia, next to the Rifugio Scarfiotti and the Grange du Fond,
resorts situated in the basin of glacial origin at 2151 meters of elevation. The route is dangerous in the event of adverse weather conditions such as fog and thunderstorms.

Among the Colle del Sestriere and the Colle delle Finestre, the watershed that
separates the valleys of Susa and Chisone consists of a very articulate mountain
ridge: isolated rocky outcrops of calcschists, a \ plateau\ characterized by large
hills, small depressions, a lake, double ridges and a sort of \ summit valley.\ All
these testify to a particular evolution of the relief, dominated by large deep-seated
gravitational slope deformations and post-glacial modelling. A complex geomorphological setting that provided an opportunity for humans to meet and clash:
on the one hand, it has facilitated exchanges between local populations, on the
other it was the military theatre of the Assietta battle, fought "uly 19,
1747 between the Savoy and the French troops.
TThe dirt road to
tthe Assietta now
m
makes it possible to access
tthe watershed and visit
tthe military works, an
eentrenched camp made local
sstone materials W calcschists,
m
micaschists quartzites and
p
phyllitesW in accordance
w
with the forms of
g
geomorphological landscape.

SSacra di San Michele Abbey
The Sacra di San Michele Abbey is located at
the very top of the Pirchiriano Mount, which
is included in the building. For its historical
architectural, religious and symbolic values,
it has been recognized as a symbol of the
Piedmont region. Among the grounds for
appeal of this site, there are geological,
geomorphological and landscape features:
the rocks of oceanic origin shaped by the
glacier Susa, erratic boulders, stone-wall
terraces and historic quarries.
The Abbey can be reached by car or
bus from Giaveno and Avigliana. There are also many trails that
start at Avigliana, Chiusa San Michele or SantW Ambrogio W train
accessible locations, then 2-hours walk to the topW .
Alternatively there is also a via ferratta from SantW Ambrogio.

R
Rocca
Sbarua
PPinerolese
The Rocca Sbarua is a relief modelled within rocks of the Dora Maira massif: gneiss,
metamorphic products of ancient granite, as a result of high temperatures and
pressures of the Alpine orogeny. These rock walls are very attractive to climbers:
for over 80 years a play ground and a gym for famous climbers of the Piemonte
Region such as Gabriele Boccalatte, Giusto Gervasutti, Gian Piero Motti and Gian
Carlo Grassi.

d you can use a climbing
li bi gym with
ith 100 routes
t th
d over
Today
thatt are spread
different lengths between 20 and 200 meters and are exposed to the south.
A didactic laboratory and a path equipped with boards and lecterns help
the understanding of the area, while at Casa Canada is a multimedia system
that allows you to explore the themes of the Geopark, the history of climbing
in Sbarua, geological characteristics and the relationships
between climbing and characteristics of the rock.
“Rifugio Melano Casa Canada”: http://www.casacanada.eu
Tel. W 39. 0121.353160 gestoriW casacanada.eu

T “Le Loze” EcoMuseum
The
RorW
The \ Le Loze\ or
\ EcoMuseum of the
stone\ was founded
in 1999 by the Pellice
valley Mountain
Community and the
Province of Turin on
the initiative of the
Society for the Study
Rorenghi and the
City of RorQ , consists
eum a comprehensive document of the economic and social
of two sites: 1) The Museum,
activities of the RorQ community: historical texts, ornaments and tools of agricultural works and the extraction of the stone. 2) in the Tupinet quarry, interpretative
panels and shapes that mimic the movements of miners illustrate the conditions
under which it was operating in the original nineteenth-century quarries.
Visitors must be equipped with boots. Near the quarry, there is also
a lime-kiln, recently renovated, and panels illustrating the use of the gneiss.
A complete visit to the location and the museum takes about two hours.
No access to the Tupinet quarry in case of rain or snow.
http://societastudirorenghi.wordpress.com/museo-valdese-edecomuseo-della-pietra

Musinè Mount
M

This geosite shows the effects of recent tectonics and gravitational dynamics in
the Alpine landscape. First, the Colle delle Finestre, a real saddle between the
valleys of Susa and Chisone: it
represents the surface expression of a
major multi-km fault zone. In addition,
the landforms at the base of the
western slope of Mount Français
Pelouxe (mountain peak overlooking
the Colle): a series of landslide scarps,
testifying to the detachment of
portions of the rocky slope.
Colle delle Finestre is accessible
from the road of the same name,
either from Depot in Fenestrelle
W Chisone ValleyW , of from Meana
W Susa ValleyW .

T Malanaggio metadiorites
The
W Malanaggio, PorteW
The Malanaggio metadiorites outcropping in the lower Chisone Valley derive from the
metamorphism of original magmatic rocks of Late Permian age, intruded in the
Pinerolese graphitic complex. The metadiorite is a fine-grained, massive rock\ graygreen color is due to its minerals: albite, chlorite, amphibole, but also garnet, epidote
which may have replaced the original
magmatic plagioclase. This rock is a
local georesource exploited since
ancient times: it has been widely used
as an ornamental stone and construction material in Piedmont (eg. some
sarcophagi in the Sacra di San Michele
Abbey, and the pillars of Church of the
Gran Madre in Turin).

The Monte Musinè is known in the geological academic world to be one of the most
important outcrops of the Earth's mantle. It consists of ultramafic rocks (peridotite
to olivine, pyroxene, spinel) almost untouched by the Alpine metamorphic transformations. It is interpreted as a portion of subcontinental mantle exhumed during
rifting. The presence of dunitic magmatic intrusions (rocks with predominant
olivine) testifies the mid-oceanic affinity. The site is also an excellent point for
observing the lower Susa valley and the Rivoli-Avigliana Morainic Amphitheatre.
T top of the Musinè
The
mountain
m
can be
r
reached
at
walk
w through paths
t
that
depart from
C
Casellette,
A
Almese
a
and
V della
Val
T
Torre,
with
a height difference
o 600-800 meters.
of

The Malanaggio quarry is easily
accessible since it is located just a few meters from the
val Chisone highway to Sestriere. Between Porte and
San Germano you can find other outcrops of metadiorites.

Parco naturale Val Troncea - Via Della Pineta, Fraz. RuW
10060 Pragelato W T'W Tel. e Fax W 39. 0122.78849
parco.valtronceaW ruparpiemonte.it

CColle dell’Assietta

Groups of more than 15 W adults or school studentsW welcome by
prior reservation from March to November.
'pen from the spring break to the Toussaint holiday W 1 NovemberW
for individuals.
Prior reservation strongly recommended for guided visits.
Please bring warm clothing and walking shoes.
Snformation and reservations : 04 79 36 11 05.
Snformations : www.grandfilon.net

R
Rocca
Bianca Marbles
W Germanasca ValleyW

B
Beth
mines
Troncea Valley

T walls of the San Gervasio Gorge, along
The
t Piccola Dora torrent at the border
the
b
between
Cesana and Claviere, retain
s
spectacular
evidences of a marine
e
environment:
carbonate rocks containing
f
fossils
such as corals and oysters. From the
g
geomorphological
point of view, the
la
landscape
is derived from the modelling,
f by glacial and then by river erosion:
first
a deep incision at almost 100 meters,
t
today
crossed by a rope bridge. Large
rrock blocks are found at the valley
b
bottom: mostly blocks of limestone and
dolomite,
d
but also metabasalts (pillows
la
lavas)
and metabreccias of basalts. They
w transported by glaciers from the Col
were
G
Gimont
- Colletto Verde area, then taken
u and mobilized by torrent.
up
A
Arriving
in Claviere by Cesana
m on the left
meet
point to the via ferrata
directions to the trails’ access point,
and to the rope bridge.

f
h fortress
f
h classified
Visits allll year from
the
off Mont-Dauphin
W like BrianMonW as a - NESC' / orld Heritage Site.

C
Copper
mine
SSaint-Véran

From Valpréveyre, the landscape encountered on the way up the Bouchon valley
is varied. The greenish coloured, hard rocks, resistant to erosion, of which the Bric
Bouchet itself is one, appear embedded in the softer grey coloured rocks. The trail
offers a route through calcshists and other rocks of the alpine ocean floor.

Starting from the Bois Noir, this geological discovery route takes you to a series of
rocks which constituted the Alpine
and which are now at an altitude
p ocean floor
f
of 3,000 metres. This ocean,
which has now disappeared, formed slowly (1 to
2 cm per year) like the central Atlantic, its twin brother at one time.
Following the oceanic subduction and then the collision between the European
and African plates, the outcrop rocks that we see
today were buried at a
depth of more than 40 km.
i d off ttransition
iti tto d
th Th
i return
t
tto th
The Cristillan rocks recorded thi
this episode
depth.
Their
the
surface \ blurred\ but did not erase the mineral markers of this event.

View visible from the road between La Grave and the hamlet
of Chazelet.

G
Green
marble quarry
SSaint-Véran

This famous site which is often on the route of the Tour de France presents strange
cargneule needles in different shapes. The scree at Casse Déserte, some 200 to 300
metres high, results from the fragmentation of the limestone and dolomite
outcrops at the Côte Belle crest just above.

S Gervasio Gorges
San
W Cesana - ClaviereW

SScopriAlpi W ScopriMiniera
At about 70 km
A
south-west
s
of Turin,
in the municipalities
of
o Prali and Salza di
Pinerolo,
P
ScopriAlpi
and
a
Scopriminiera
are
a two geotourist
facilities
f
hosted in
former
talc mines of
f
the Germanasca
Valley In both
locations,
visitors are
lo
protagonists of
exciting
experiences.
e
SC'PRS
S
ALPS, housed
within
more than
w
3 km of the Gianna
mine,
mine thanks to the presence of a major tectonic contact between
betw
continental and
oceanic rocks allows visitors to live a \ scientific expedition\ to the discovery of
the Alpine orogenesis. Visitors are given the task of penetrating the heart of the
mountain, along the Geological Ages aboard the Time Machine. They will uncover
the still hidden mysteries, bringing to light what wonders give life to our planet.
SC'PRSMSNSERA, with a 1.5 km-long visit to the Paola mine, offers the public an
extraordinary journey into the life of the farmer-miner. The tour begins aboard
the miners train, then a blast from the past through the tunnels and work sites.
All the senses are involved in a whirlwind of sensations. Hear the sound of an
explosion, grip a running drill, go into the dark tunnel with only the light of an
acetylene lamp: two hours of total immersion in the miners life.
Both visits are always guided,
departures are made daily at
set times, booking is required.
The underground mining
facilities permit only partial
access to the disabled.
Ecomuseo Regionale delle
Miniere e della Val Germanasca
Loc. Paola S 10060 Prali W T'W
Tel./Fax W 39. 0121.806987
Cell 346.3003551
www.ecomuseominiere.it
infoW ecomuseominiere.it
Monday to Friday W except
TuesdayW 9.30-12.30 and
14.00-17.00.
ANN- AL CL'S- RE: December 1st to the end February - Easter.

P valley
Pra
Bobbio Pellice
This is an example of
post-glacial geomorphological evolution. The most
significant geomorphological elements are: 1) The
- -shaped glacial valley, 2)
the Pra basin, 3) the three
landslide accumulations
placed in the east side, and
4) the mixed alluvial fans
located on the west side of
the valley. After the retreat
of the Pleistocene glaciers, the valley bottom was home to a lake created by the
damming of landslides (the largest: The Mait Pra). The lake disappeared for debris
accumulations from tributary basins and the concomitant partial erosion of the dam.
Starting from Villanova, the PrW Valley W Conca del PrW W is
achieved through three paths: one starts from the sign
prohibiting access to cars W end of the roadW W the other two
depart from the village of Villanova. Sn about an hour and a half
you will reach the Pra Valley, where the W ervis alpine hut is located.

T Palè morainic
The
amphitheater W CoazzeW
The Palè morainic amphitheater is a beautiful blend of landforms created by a small
glacier, now totally disappeared, which occupied the Sangonetto Valley in Pleistocene
time. One can distinguish three different terminal moraines, each formed during a
different glacial pulsation. / ith the incision of the Rio Pale torrent, lateral-frontal
moraine ridges are
revealed, gradually
latest from upstream
to downstream. In its
inner part the geological site is characterized by a flat
surface, remnant of
a morainic lake,
progressively filled
by sediments.
Leave cars at
Tonda W CoazzeW
ard: the geosite can be reached in 2 hours
near the geosite board:
of easy trail. After less than an hour a viewpoint and a panel
describe the geosite from the left side of the valley.

RRivoli-Avigliana
Morainic Amphitheatre

The Rivoli-Avigliana
voli-Avigliana Morainic Amphitheatre (AMRA) at the mouth of the Susa Valley
Va
consists of a series of straight or curved hills (moraines) alternating with valleys
(intermorainic depressions), evidences of the oscillations of the front of the
Segusino glacier during the Pleistocene glacial stages. This complex geosite, as
well as being an area of great landscape value, represents a wealth of great
scientific and historical values: thanks to the local studies of French and Italian
geologists (Martins and Gastaldi) the theory of glaciation was accepted in the
western Alps since the mid-1800s.
AMRA can be visited through automobile, cycling or hiking routes.
'ne can start from the Rivoli Castle, built on the western end of a late
- pper Pleistocene moraine. The Mareschi marsh, the two Avigliana
lakes and the Trana peatbog are some of the distinctive elements of the
withdrawal phase of the Susa valley glacier. There are numerous erratics,
boulders transported and deposited by glaciers: the most famous ones are: Pera
Majana of Villarbasse, Roc du Picapera on Mount Cuneo and the Pera Grosa boulder located on the moraine ridge between Rosta and Reano. The Prato Perosino
spill-way is an elongated concave depression formed right in the place where
melting waters channeled out the marginal sector of the morainic amphitheatre.
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